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Abstract 
We give estimates of the essential norms of weighted composition operators act-
ing between Bergman spaces on strongly pseudoconvex domains. We also characterize 
boundedness and compactness of these operators. 
I. Introductiun 
The study of composition operators has a long and rich history. In a seminal paper, Sha-
piro 119] expressed the essential norm of composition operators on the Hardy space H2 on 
the open unit disk D in terms of the Nevanlinna counting function. In the same paper, he 
also gave estimates of the essential norms of composition operators on the weighted Berg-
man spaces A; on D in terms of the generalized Nevanlinna counting functions. For the 
Bergman space A 2 and the weighted Bergman space A l, Poggi-Corradini computed the es-
sential norms exactly in [16]. The criteria for compactness of these operators then follow 
immediately. Riedl [18] characterized boundedness and compactness of composition oper-
ators between Hardy spaces H P and Hq and Smith [20 J between weighted Bergman spaces 
A~ and A%, p ( q, on the unit disk, in terms of the Nevanlinna and generalized Nevanlinna 
counting functions. The compactness criteria for the case q < P were done by Jarchow [9J 
for the Hardy spaces and by Smith and Yang [21] for the weighted Bergman spaces. Essen-
tial norm estimates of composition operators from HP to Hq (q < p) on the unit ball in C" 
were recently obtained by Gorkin and MacCluer in [8J. 
On the other hand, weighted composition operators have been studied only recently. In 
this context we mention works by Contreras and Hernandez-Diaz [3, 4], Ohno-Stroethoff--
Zhao [15], and the present authors [5, 6]. These papers treat weighted composition operators 
on various spaces of analytic functions on the disk. For other domains, in particular for 
domains in 1[", the theory is still in its infancy. 
Let cp : Q --* Q be an analytic map, and let u be an analytic function on Q. We define 
the weighted composition operator on the space of analytic functions f on Q as follows: 
(uC~)f(z) = u(z)f(cp(z». In this paper we give essential norm estimates for ue" from 
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AP(r1) to A"(r1), I < p ,;; q < 00, where rI is a smooth, bounded strongly pseudoconvex 
domain. We also characterize boundedness and compactness of these operators in terms of 
certain integral operators that reduce to the generalized Berezin transform in the case p = q. 
Our results are new even for the unit ball in e. We believe our results could be extended to 
other types of domains in C', but we leave it for future projects. 
Our work has been inspired by the paper of Li [13], and it is a continuation of our previous 
paper [6], where we studied weighted composition operators between different weighted 
Bergman spaces on the unit disk. In [13], he studied composition operators acting on A'(Q). 
By substituting u = I in our results, we obtain characterizations of bounded and compact 
composition operators from AP(Q) to A"(Q), I < p ~ q < 00, that extend Li's results. 
Similarly the essential norm estimates of composition operators that improve integrability 
are completely new. 
2. Boundedness 
Suppose that Q is a smoothly bounded domain in C", i.e. there is a ceo, real-valued 
function p defined on a neighborhood of Q such that Q = {z : p(z) < OJ and dp of 0 when 
p = O. A smoothly bounded domain Q is strongly pseudoconvex if the Levi form 
for all p E aQ and all nonzero vectors t E cn satisfying ap(p)(t) = O. 
For 0 < p < 00, let LP(Q) denote the usual Lebesgue space over Q with respect 
to the Lebesgue volume measure dv on 1R2', and let AP(Q) be the Bergman space over 
Q, which consists of analytic functions in U(Q). Let P : L'(Q) -> A'(Q) be the 
Bergman projection with the reproducing kernel K(z, w), or the Bergman kernel. Let 
k,.(w) = K(z, Z)-1/2K(z, w) be the normalized Bergman kernel, which is a umt vector 
in A'(Q). 
Our first result is a characterization of bounded weighted composition operators between 
different Bergman spaces. 
THEOREM 2·1. Let 0 < p ~ q < 00, let'P : Q -> Q be an analytic map, and let u be an 
analytic function on Q. Then uC" is boundedfrom AP(Q) into A"(Q) if and only if 
~~~ lIU(W)l q Ik,('P(w))1 2q / p dv(w) < 00. 
In order to prove this result, we need to use Carleson measures. For I E AP(Q),let 
Ilfllp = (l J(z)iP dV(Z») lip 
be the norm of fin AP(Q). If X is a Banach space of analytic functions on Q with norm 
Ilfllx, then forO < q < 00, a positive measure fL on Q is called (X, q)-Carleson measure if 
there is a constant C > 0, independent of I, such that for any f EX, 
[ II(z)I" dfL(z) ,;; CIIIII~. jn 
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In this case, we also denote 
IlfLll =. su.p ( r If(z)i" dfL(Z») 'Iq 
(eX.llfllx';l J" 
The next theorem characterizes (AP(Q), q)-Carleson measures for 0 < p ,:; q < 00. 
The characterization of (AP(D), q)-Carleson measure, where D is the open unit disk, was 
obtained by several authors. For the history of this result, we refer the reader to [14]. 
THEOREM 2·2. Let 0 < p ,:; q < 00. A positive measure fL on Q is an (AP(Q), q)-
Carleson measure if and only if 
(2·1 ) 
Proof Let fL be an (AP(Q), q)-Carleson measure. For any Z E Q, let I = k;!P Then I 
is a unit vector in AP(Q). Thus for any Z E Q 
lII(W)i" dfL(W) ,:; CIIH~ = C. 
Taking supremum over Z E Q we get (2·1). 
Conversely, let (2·1) be true. For any point Z E Q, let r(z) be the distance from Z to the 
boundary aQ. Let d(z, w) be the quasi metric on aQ x aQ (see, for example, [1] or [12]). 
It is known that there is E > 0 such that for each z E Q near the boundary of Q, if we let 
B,(z) = (w E Q: Ir(w) - r(z)1 ,:; Er(z), d(n(w), n(z» < u(z»), where n(z) is a smooth 
projection from a neighborhood U of Q to aQ such that n(p) = p for any p E aQ and 
n -I (p) is a slIlooth eurve in U which intersects an transversally at p, then we have 
V(B,.(Z»-I '" K(z, z) '" IK(z, w)1 '" K(w, w) '" Ik,(w)I' '" Ik".(z)I', wE B,(z). (2·2) 
(See, [13, p. 1306]); noticing a misprint there.) Let f E AP(Q). Then If(w)iP is plurisubhar-
monic. By the mean value inequality and (2·2) 
If(zW ,:; C j If(wW dv(w) 
v(B,(z» B,I" 
,:; C j If(wWlkw(z)I'dv(w) 
BF(z) 
,:; C llf(wWlkw(Z)I'dV(W). 
Then 
If(z)l q ,:; C (llf(W)IPlkw(Z)12dV(W)),,!P 
Thus by Minkowski's inequality for integrals (note that q / p :) 1), 
llf(Z)lq dfJ.(z)':; C l (llf(WWlkw(Z)12dV(W»),,!P dfJ.(z) 
,:; c( l (llkw (Z)1 2qIP dfL(Z) )"Iq If(w)I P dv(w) t P 
,:; Cllfll% sup r Ik,,(z)I'qlp dfL(Z). 
wES1 J n 
Thus (2·1) implies that fJ. is an (AP(Q), q)-Carleson measure. 
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Remark. From the proof we can easily see that 
IIflllq ~ sup [ Ik,(w)I'<I!l'dfl(W). ~En Jr? 
Proof of Theorem 2·1. By definition. liC. is bounded from AP(Q) into A" ([2) if and only 
iffor any f E A"(Q), 
that is 
ill/(Z)I'!lf(I'(;:»l q dv(z) ~ CIIfllj,. (2·3) 
Letting W = I'(z) we get 
ilf(W)i" dfl,,(W) ~ Cllflli,. 
where fl" = v" 0 1'-1 and dv,,(z) = III(z)lq dv(:). But this means fl" is an (A"(Q), q)-
Carleson measure. By Theorem 2·2, this is equivalent to 
sup [ 1«(w)I''!!P dfl,,(W) < 00. 
(lEn 1ro! 
Changing the variable back to z we get the condition in the theorem. 
3. Essentialnorms 
In this section we give estimates of the essential norms of weighted composition operators 
from AP(Q) into A"(Q) with 1 < p ~ q < 00, where Q is a bounded, smoothly bounded 
strongly pseudoconvex domain. Recall that if T : X -+ Y is a bounded operator between 
two Banach spaces X and Y. then the essential norm of T, denoted by II Til,. is defined as 
the distance from T to the set of compact operators from X to Y. The following theorem is 
the main result of our paper. 
THEOREM 3·1. Let I < p ( q < 00. Let Q be a smoothly bOllnded stronglv pseudo-
com'ex domain. Suppose IIC, is bounded from A"(Q) into A"(Q). Then there is a constant 
C :;, I, independent of II and 1', such that 
limsup [ lu(w)l q lk,JI'(w»1 2Q !1' dv(w) 
;:---c>dn Jr? 
( IIIIC. II; ~ C lim sup [ III(w)I" 1k:(I'(ll'»I'<UI' dv(w). 
:: --+lin In 
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemmas. For r > O. let Q, = {z E 
Q : r(z) :;, r}. 
LEMMA 3·2. Let 0 < I' ~ q < x. Let Q be a strongly pselldoconvex domain. Slippose 
a positive measure flon Q is an (AI'(Q), q)-Carleson measure. Then fl, = fll,,\rI, is also 
an (AP(Q), q)-Carleson measure. Moreover, there is an absolute constant C > 0 and £ > 0 
such that 
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Proof Let B,.(w) be the domain defined in the proof of Theorem 2·2. Let D, (z) = {w E 
st : z E B,(w)}. Let wEst \ st,. Then r(w) < r. It is obvious that. when Z E B,(w). 
r(z) ,::; r(w) + cr(w) = (1 + f)r(w) < (1 + f)r, or 2 E st \ st(J+",' Applying the mean 
value inequality, Minkowski's inequality for integrals and (2·2) we get 
Ilfl,ll q =. sup. ({ I/(w)l q dfl'(W») lEAI'(Q).lItlll)~1 in 
( C sup {( I ( I/(zl!" dV(z»)q/P dfl,(W) 
fEA"(IlJ.IIIII,,(J ill v(B,(w» i/J,('''J 
(C. sup. { ({ I/(ZWl k,(W) 12 dV(Z»)q/p dfl,(wl 
fEAJ'(O:).llfll,,";;l in iB,(W) 
,::; C.. sup ( { ( ( IkcCw)I'q/" dfl,(Wl)P/q I/(zW dV(Z»)q/p 
tEA1'(r.!).llfll,,'(,1 if? lD/(:;) 
( C. sup sup ({ Ik,(wlI 2q /p dfl,(Wl) ( { I/(z)I" dV(Zl)q/P 
(EAI'(r.!},11 fllp~l ZEr.!\Q(I+"1 10. Jrl 
,::; C sup (Ik,(wll,q/P dfl(W). 
ZED.\D. 11 +fll } n 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3·3. For any compact subset E on st, let XE = X(E) be the characteristiclunc-
tion all E. Then the multiplication operator Mxp I = XE I is compactfrom AP(Q) to LP(Q). 
Proof An easy modification of the proof of lemma 104·1 in [11, p. 50J shows that, for 
any compact subset E of st, there is a constant CE > 0, depending on E and n, such that for 
I E AP(st), 
sup I/(z)1 ,::; CEll/ll p ' 
:;EE 
Let {fm} be a sequence in AP(st) such that 111;"111' ( 1. Then for any z E E, 
11;"(2)1'::; CEIl 1m III' ,::; CEo 
(3·1 1 
Thus {fm) is a normal family on st, and hence there is a subsequence, still denoted by {fm}, 
which converges uniformly on compact subsets to an analytic function I. 
Now for a fixed compact subset E and any Z E Q, we have 
IXE(z)l;"(z) - xeCzl/(zW ,::; 2P(C~ + xdzll/(zW), 
and the right term is integrable on st. By Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
,!i~0011IXdZ)j;n(Z) - xECz)/(z)l" dv(z) 
= ( lim IxeCz)lm(z) - xdz)/(zW dv(z) in m-t-oo 
= O. 
Thus Mxpi = XEI is compact from AP(st) to U(st). 
For a decreasing sequence {rd in (0, I) such that rk -+ 0, define stk = {z Est: r(z);: rd. 
Then each stk is a compact subset of st. Let Xk = X (stk) be the characteristic function of stk· 
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LEMMA 3-4. Let I < p < 0(;. LeI J E AI'(Q). Then as k --+ 0(;, 
sup I PU - xd)(w)1 --+ 0 
I EAI'( f);!l.llf!l p ~ 1 
uniformly on compact subsets of Q. 
Proof Let 1/ p + 1/ p' = I. Using Holder's inequality, for any / E AI'(Q) with II/II,; ,:; 
I, we have 
IP(j - xd)(w) I = 11y(0 -Xk(O/(IJIK(w, (")dvcnl 
= [ /cnK(w, t;)dv(O 
in\Q'A 
,:; ([ 1/(\,WdV(O)'/p ([ IK(w, \'lI" dVCO)'!p 
J r2\rl'k J r2\r2rk 
1/1" 
,:; ({ IK(w. \'lI'" dV(O) 
In\Q'i 
Let E be a compact subset of Q. Since on a smoothly strongly pseudoconvex domain, the 
Bergman kernel function K Cw. \') has no singularities except on the boundary diagonal F = {(\. n : \' E aQ) (see [101), we can easily see that IK(w, (")1 is unifonnly bounded by a 
constant C E for all wEE and \' E Q. Thus as k --+ 00, 
sup IPU - xd)(w)1 ,:; (r IK(w, \'lI" dV(Il) 1/1" ,:; CEv(Q \ Q,J --+ 0 
IEAI'(QJ.II/II,,:;;1 In\'l2rA 
uniformly for wEE. 
LEMMA 3·5. LeI I < p < 00. A sequence o/Jimclions Uk) in AI'(Q) converges 100 
weakly in A" (Q) iJ and only i/ Ji is norm bOtmded and converges 10 0 uniformly on compacl 
subsels oj Q. 
Proof The proof is similar to the case of A" on a planar domain (sec 121) since the usual 
duality relations hold for Bergman spaces on strongly pseudoconvex domains. Suppose Jk 
approaches 0 weakly in AI'(Q). Then it is clear that {ftl is norm bounded and goes to 
o pointwise. But the norm boundedness of J; implies that {ftl is a normal family. Thus 
Arzela-Ascoli Theorem implies that Jk converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of Q. 
Conversely, suppose there is a constant M > 0 such that II Ji II" ,:; M for all k, and Ji 
converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of Q. We can write Q = K U (Q \ K) where 
K is compact and the volume of Q \ K is small. Let 1/ p + 1/ p' = I. Then for g E AI' (Q), i Jd dv --+ 0 as k --+ CXl. For Q \ K, using Holder's inequality we obtain 
,:; M (L x"\K(;)lgC~)IP dV(Z)) 1/1" 
Since g E A''', the integral above can be made small. Thus Jk --+ 0 weakly in Ap(Q). 
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LEMMA 3·6. LeI I < P < 00. Then k;iP -4 ° weakly in AP(Q) as: approaches aQ. 
Proof Since Q is a smoothly bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in 1[", by the Fcf-
ferman's asymptotic expansion for the Bergman kernel K (see [7]), we have 
lim K(z,z) = x 
: --->dn 
and for any compact set E in Q, there is a constant CE so that 
IK(z, w)1 :0:; CE , for all wEE, Z E Q. 
This implies that 
as Z -4 aQ uniformly for wEE. Moreover, 
Z E Q. 
Combining these with Lemma 3·5, one has proved Lemma 3·6. 
Proof of Theorem 3·1. First, we prove the upper estimate. Since uC,. is bounded from 
AP(Q) into Aq(Q), applying IIC, to fez) = I we get that u E Aq(Q). 
For a decreasing sequence rA on (0, I) such that r, -4 0, denote, as before, Q, = Iz E Q : 
r(z) ;;, rd. Then each Q, is a compact subset of Q. Let X, = X(Q,) be the characteristic 
function of QA. By Lemma 3·3, Mr , is a compact operator from A"(Q) to V'(Q). Let P be 
the Bergman projection from L'(Q) to A'(Q). Then it is known [171 that P is a bounded 
operator from U'(Q) to AP(Q) for I < p < 00. Therefore, for every k, the operator 
T, = IIC~P Mr, 
is a compact operator from AP(Q) to A"(Q). Define the measure "" by dl'" = lui" dv and 
let J..1" = v" 0 cp 'be the pull-back measure of v". Thus for any f E A"(Q), Ilfllp :0:; I, 
II(uC~ - T,)fll~ = lIUC~f(W) - uC,PMxJ(w)I" dv(w) 
= I lf (cp(W)) - P(X,f)(cp(w))l q dv,,(w) 
" 
= Ilf(1l - P(xA/)(r;JI" dJ..1,,(IJ 
[l 
= IIP(f - xd)(IlI'l dJ..1,,«() 
" 
=(1 +1 )IPU-Xd)(IlI"dJ..1,,(n 
n, n\n, 
=/,+1" 
where r > ° is a fixed number and Q, = (z E [2 : r(z) ;;, rl. Since [2, is a compact subset 
of [2, by Lemma 3-4, 
sup IP(f - xd)(IJI -4 ° 
{cAI'(S1q /11,,-::; I 
uniformly on [2,. Since u E A'/([2), we know that J..1,,(Q) < 00, and thus for any E > 0, 
there exists a ko > ° so that for any k ;;, ko, 
sup I, < E. 
lE:AI'(r2J.11/l1r~1 
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For 12 , let 11"-, = 11"1»1»,' By Lemma 3·2,11,,-, is an (AP(Q), q)-Carleson measure. Since 
Ilfllp ( I we have 
12 = ilP(f - xd)(l)i" dl1",(1;) 
( 1111,,-,II Q IIP(f - xd)ll~ ( 1111",llqIIPII~II(l - xk)fll~ 
( II P II~ 1111"., 11'1· 
Combining the estimates for II (uC. - Tk ) f II ~, II and I, we get that, for any fixed 0 < r < I, 
whenever k ;:, ko, 
IluC. - Tkllq = sup II(uC. - Tk)fII~ (E + IIPII~III1".,llq 
(EAI'(r.!), il (II,,::;;; 1 
Since E is arbitrary, 
IluC~II; (i~f IluC~ - Tkllq ( IIPII~III1"-,II'I 
for any r > O. Letting r -> 0 we get 
IluC~ II; ( II P II;' lim sup 1111",11"-
,----...0 
By Lemma 3·2 we get 
IluC,II; (CIIPII~ li::~,~p ilkc(Ol2qlP dl1,,(n 
= CIIPII~li::~~p iIU(W)IQlk,('P(W»12'1/PdV(W), 
which gives the desired upper bound. 
Next, let us prove the lower estimate. Let IC be any compact operator from AP(Q) to 
Aq(Q). By Lemma 3·6, k?/p -> 0 weakly in AI'(Q) as z -+ <JQ. So IllCk~/PII'I -> 0 as 
z -> J Q. Therefore, 
IluC. -ICII ;:, lim sup II (uC, -1C)k;/p Ilq 
:---...rJS1 
;:, lim sup (II (uC.)k;/Pll q -lllCk'/PII,) 
:~rJn 
= lim sup II (uC.)k:/Pll q· 
z----.. ,1 r.! 
Thus 
COROLLARY 3·7. Let I < p ( q < 00. Let Q be a smoothly bounded strongly pseudo-
convex domain. Suppose UClf is bounded from AP(Q) into Aq(Q). Then UClf is compact 
from P(Q) to Aq(Q) ifandonlyif 
li;n,~~p iIU(W)I'IlkJ'P(W»12q/P dv(w) = O. 
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